Optimisation of the jet vertex tagger for particle
flow jets through track-to-vertex-association
improvements with the ATLAS detector.

Introduction & Motivation
The Jet-Vertex-Tagger (JVT) is used to identify and reject pile-up (PU) jets.
With increasing number of collisions per bunch crossing µ JVT becomes even more crucial.
The performance of the JVT is evaluated on Monte-Carlo simulation samples using different track-to-vertex-association (TTVA) requirements [1].
Results of training the JVT-likelihood on particle flow jets are shown for the first time, and possible performance gains illustrated..

The Jet-Vertex-Tagger

Track-To-Vertex-Association

JVT variable is a two-dimensional likelihood built from the variables RpT and corrJVF, defined as:

Tracks with pT > 0.5 GeV which pass a quality criteria are associated to vertices [2] via the following:
1) Tracks with vertex association from vertex reconstruction keep their association.
2) Tracks not associated with any vertex are associated to the HS vertex if |∆z0 sin(θtrk) | < 3 mm is fulfilled.
∆z0 = longitudinal displacement between the primary HS vertex and the track.
θtrk = angle of the track in relation to the beam axis.

Where PV0 = primary hard-scatter (HS) vertex, PVn = any PU vertex, nPVn = number of PU vertices, and
k = 0.01. The primary vertex is defined as the vertex with the largest ∑(pT)2 of associated tracks.

Jets
The study is performed on particle flow jets in multijet events for 20 GeV <pT < 60 GeV and |η| < 2.5.
η=jet jet pseudorapitidy, pT = jet transverse momenta.

PU jets are defined for simulated events by a matching criterion ∆R > 0.6 to any truth jet.


Different TTVA condition


The condition for associating tracks to a HS jet, |∆z0 sin(θtrk) | < X in
step 2 in the TTVA is varied. The aim is to find the best-performing X.





HS jets are defined by a matching criterion ∆R< 0.3 to a truth jet.
HS b-jets are defined by a matching criterion ∆R< 0.3 to a truth b-jet.
∆R is defined as
, Ф is the azimuth angle

Optimisation Strategy

Training the JVT-likelihood




Performance evaluation:

The JVT-likelihood is trained on Particle Flow jets. The current likelihood
is trained on a different jet-definition.
The training is done using the k-nearest neighbors algorithm.




The efficiency is the the fraction of jets passing a minimal JVT criterion.
High HS efficiency and low PU efficiency is deemed a good
performance.

Result: Pile-up and Hard-Scatter jet performance for different TTVA condition


A high HS jet efficiency is observed in µ and η, which decreases
with tighter TTVA requirements.



It is shown that a cut X = 0.5 mm causes a non-negligible
loss in HS b-jet efficiency.



An effective suppression of pile-up jets is achieved, which
improves with tighter TTVA requirements across µ and |η| .

Result: Training the JVT-likelihood performance for different TTVA condition


It is shown that the retrained JVT-likelihood achieves a better
performance.



In the kinematic regime |η| < 1.5 the performance gains is a
result of the retraining.



In the kinematic regime 1.5 < |η| < 2.5 the performance gains is a
result of changing the to a tighter TTVA condition X.

You can find all
the plots in
Reference [3].
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